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Abstract
In this paper we consider the curves C
(p,a)
k : y
p − y = xpk+1 + ax defined over Fp and give
a positive answer to a conjecture about a divisibility condition on L-polynomials of the curves
C
(p,a)
k . Our proof involves finding an exact formula for the number of Fpn-rational points on
C
(p,a)
k for all n, and uses a result we proved elsewhere about the number of rational points on
supersingular curves.
1 Introduction
Let p be a prime and let q = pr where r is a positive integer. Let Fq be the finite field with q
elements. Let X be a projective smooth absolutely irreducible curve of genus g defined over
Fq. The L-polynomial of the curveX over Fq is defined by
LX/Fq(T ) = LX(T ) = exp
(
∞∑
n=1
(#X(Fqn)− qn − 1)T
n
n
)
.
where #X(Fqn) denotes the number of Fqn-rational points of X . It is well known that LX(T )
is a polynomial of degree 2g with integer coefficients, so we write it as
LX(T ) =
2g∑
i=0
ciT
i, ci ∈ Z. (1)
It is also well known that c0 = 1 and c2g = q
g.
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We wish to consider the question of divisibility of L-polynomials. In previous papers [2], [3],
we have studied conditions on the curves under which the L-polynomial of one curve divides
the L-polynomial of another curve. A theorem of Tate gives an answer in terms of Jacobians.
We refer the reader to these papers for a longer discussion of this topic.
Artin-Schreier curves are degree p coverings of the projective line, and are cyclic extensions of
degree p of the rational function field. It can be shown that all Artin-Schreier curves have an
equation of the form yp − y = f(x). Let k be a positive integer. In this paper we will study the
family of Artin-Schreier curves
C
(p,a)
k : y
p − y = xpk+1 + ax
where a ∈ Fp, which are defined over Fp and have genus pk(p − 1)/2. We will prove the
following conjecture, which is stated in [4].
Conjecture 1. Let k andm be positive integers. Then the L-polynomial of C
(p,a)
km is divisible by
the L-polynomial of C
(p,a)
k .
The L-polynomials in the conjecture are over Fp. This conjecture was proved for p = 2 in [4],
so we will assume that p is odd for this paper. In Section 10 we explain why we can assume
a = 1 without loss of generality. We prove this conjecture by finding an exact expression for
the number of Fpn-rational points on C
(p)
k = C
(p,1)
k , for any n, see Section 6. This is done by
first finding an exact expression for the number of Fpn-rational points on related curves B
(p)
k ,
see Section 5. Sections 3 and 4 deal with the curves B
(p)
0 and C
(p)
0 respectively, which need
separate consideration. Section 7 gives the proof of Conjecture 1. In Section 8 we consider
the corresponding divisibility result for the Bk family. Section 9 contains some results on the
opposite problem to the conjecture; we prove that if k does not divide ℓ then the L-polynomial
of C
(p)
k does not divide the L-polynomial of C
(p)
ℓ .
We will usually drop the superscript in C
(p)
k = C
(p,1)
k , and write Ck. The trace map is always
the absolute trace, unless otherwise stated. Throughout the paper
(
·
p
)
denotes the Legendre
symbol. Finally, the L-polynomials of a more general class of curves than Ck were found in
[1], however they were L-polynomials over an extension of Fp, and not L-polynomials over Fp,
which is the subject of this paper.
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2 Background
In this section we will give some basic facts that we will use. Some of this requires that p is
odd, some of it does not, but we remind that reader that we are going to assume p is odd for this
paper.
2.1 More on Curves
Let p be a prime and let q = pr where r is a positive integer. Let X be a projective smooth
absolutely irreducible curve of genus g defined over Fq. Let η1, · · · , η2g be the roots of the
reciprocal of the L-polynomial of X over Fq (sometimes called the Weil numbers of X , or
Frobenius eigenvalues). Then, for any n ≥ 1, the number of rational points of X over Fqn is
given by
#X(Fqn) = (q
n + 1)−
2g∑
i=1
ηni . (2)
The Riemann Hypothesis for curves over finite fields states that |ηi| = √q for all i = 1, . . . , 2g.
It follows immediately from this property and (2) that
|#X(Fqn)− (qn + 1)| ≤ 2g
√
qn (3)
which is the Hasse-Weil bound.
We call X(Fq) maximal if ηi = −√q for all i = 1, · · · , 2g, so the Hasse-Weil upper bound is
met. Equivalently,X(Fq) is maximal if and only if LX(T ) = (1 +
√
qT )2g.
We callX(Fq) minimal if ηi =
√
q for all i = 1, · · · , 2g, so the Hasse-Weil lower bound is met.
Equivalently,X(Fq) is minimal if and only if LX(T ) = (1−√qT )2g.
Note that if X(Fq) is minimal or maximal then q must be a square (i.e. r must be even).
The following properties follow immediately.
Proposition 1. 1. If X(Fq) is maximal then X(Fqn) is minimal for even n and maximal for
odd n.
2. If X(Fq) is minimal then X(Fqn) is minimal for all n.
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We also record another Proposition here.
Proposition 2. IfX is a curve defined over Fq andX(Fq2n) is maximal, then#X(Fqn) = q
n+1
and the L-polynomial of X over Fqn is (1 + q
nt2)g.
Proof. Let η1, · · · , η2g be the Weil numbers of X over Fq . Then η2nj = −
√
q2n = −qn for all j
because X(Fq2n) is maximal. But then η
n
j = ±i
√
qn for all j, which implies that
2g∑
j=1
ηnj = (q
n + 1)−#X(Fqn)
is a purely imaginary complex number and also an integer. This number is therefore 0.
2.2 Supersingular Curves
A curve X of genus g defined over Fq (q = p
r) is supersingular if any of the following equiva-
lent properties hold.
1. All Weil numbers of X have the form ηi =
√
q · ζi where ζi is a root of unity.
2. The Newton polygon of X is a straight line of slope 1/2.
3. The Jacobian of X is geometrically isogenous to Eg where E is a supersingular elliptic
curve.
4. If X has L-polynomial LX(T ) = 1 +
2g∑
i=1
ciT
i then
ordp(ci) ≥ ir
2
, for all i = 1, . . . , 2g.
By the first property, a supersingular curve defined over Fq becomes minimal over some finite
extension of Fq. Conversely, any minimal or maximal curve is supersingular.
2.3 Quadratic forms
We now recall the basic theory of quadratic forms over Fq, where q is odd.
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LetK = Fqn , and letQ : K −→ Fq be a quadratic form. The polarization ofQ is the symplectic
bilinear form B defined by B(x, y) = Q(x + y) − Q(x) − Q(y). By definition the radical of
B (denoted W ) is W = {x ∈ K : B(x, y) = 0 for all y ∈ K}. The rank of B is defined to be
n− dim(W ). The rank of Q is defined to be the rank of B.
The following result is well known, see Chapter 6 of [5] for example.
Proposition 3. Continue the above notation. Let N = |{x ∈ K : Q(x) = 0}|, and let
w = dim(W ). If Q has odd rank then N = qn−1; if Q has even rank then N = qn−1 ± (q −
1)q(n−2+w)/2.
In this paper we will be concerned with quadratic forms of the type Q(x) = Tr(f(x)) where
f(x) has the form
∑
aijx
pi+pj . If N is the number of x ∈ Fpn with Tr(f(x)) = 0, then because
elements of trace 0 have the form yp− y, findingN is equivalent to finding the exact number of
Fpn-rational points on the curve C : y
p − y = f(x). Indeed,
#C(Fpn) = pN + 1. (4)
2.4 Discrete Fourier Transform
In this section we recall the statement of the Discrete Fourier Transform and its inverse.
Proposition 4 (Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform). Let N be a positive integer and let wN be
a primitiveN-th root of unity over any field where N is invertible. If
Fn =
N−1∑
j=0
fjw
−jn
N
for n = 0, 1 · · · , N − 1 then we have
fn =
1
N
N−1∑
j=0
Fjw
jn
N
for n = 0, 1 · · · , N − 1.
2.5 Relations on the Number of Rational Points
In this section we state a theorem which allows us to find the number of Fpn-rational points of
a supersingular curve by finding the the number of Fpm-rational points only for the divisorsm
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of s, where the Weil numbers are
√
p times an s-th root of unity. Note that s is even because
equality holds in the Hasse–Weil bound over Fps .
Theorem 1 ([6]). Let p be an odd prime. Let X be a supersingular curve of genus g defined
over Fp whose Weil numbers are
√
p times an s-th root of unity. Let n be a positive integer, let
gcd(n, s) = m and write n = mt. Then we have
−p−n/2[#X(Fpn)− (pn + 1)] =

−p−m/2[#X(Fpm)− (pm + 1)] ifm is even,
−p−m/2[#X(Fqm)− (qm + 1)] ifm is odd and p | t,
−p−m/2[#X(Fpm)− (pm + 1)]
(
(−1)(t−1)/2t
p
)
ifm is odd and p ∤ t,
where
(
.
p
)
is the Legendre symbol.
2.6 A Divisibilty Theorem
The following theorem is well-known.
Theorem 2. (Kleiman–Serre) If there is a surjective morphism of curves C −→ D that is
defined over Fq then LD(T ) divides LC(T ).
This theorem is sometimes used to show divisibility. The p = 2 case of Conjecture 1 was
proved in [4] by finding a map C
(2)
km −→ C(2)k . However, there are cases where there is no map
of curves and yet there is divisibility of L-polynomials. We suspect that C
(p)
k and C
(p)
2k is such a
case, see Theorem 6. We are unable to find a map C
(p)
2k −→ C(p)k when p > 2.
3 The Curve B0 : y
p − y = x2 over Fp
From now on in this paper we will assume that p is an odd prime.
Given a bilinear form B we define
W (n) := {x ∈ Fpn |B(x, y) = 0 for all y ∈ Fpn}.
In this section we will give the exact number of Fpn-rational points on B0 : y
p − y = x2 for all
positive integers n. Note that B0 has genus (p− 1)/2.
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Lemma 3. The number of Fp-rational points of B0 is p+ 1.
Proof. Since x2 = 0 if and only if x = 0 and since yp − y = 0 for all y ∈ Fp, we have that the
number of Fp-rational points of B0 (including∞) is p+ 1.
Lemma 4. Let n be a positive integer. The radical of the quadratic form Q0(x) = Tr(x
2) is
{0}where Tr : Fpn → Fp is the trace map.
Proof. We have
B0(x, y) := Q0(x+ y)−Q0(x)−Q0(y) = Tr(2xy)
andW (n) = {0} because Tr(xy) is a non-degenerate bilinear form.
Lemma 5. The number of Fp2-rational points of B0 is{
p2 + 1− (p− 1)p if p ≡ 1 mod 4,
p2 + 1 + (p− 1)p if p ≡ 3 mod 4.
Proof. Since 2− dim(W (2)) = 2− 0 = 2 is even by Lemma 4, the N in Proposition 3 is equal
to p± (p− 1). By (4) we get
#B0(Fp2) = pN + 1 = p
2 + 1± p(p− 1).
Because the genus ofB0 is (p−1)/2we have 2g
√
p2 = p(p−1) and so the curveB0 is maximal
or minimal over Fp2 because the Hasse-Weil bound is met.
Let Tr : Fp2 → Fp be the trace map. Then
Tr(x2) = x2 + x2p = x2(x2p−2 + 1).
We know that B0 is maximal or minimal over Fp2 . If it is minimal (resp. maximal), then
|{x ∈ Fq2 | Tr(x2) = 0}| = 1 (resp. 2p− 1).
In other words, the degree of the greatest common divisor (x2p + x2, xp
2 − x) is{
1 if B0 is minimal over Fq2,
2p− 1 if B0 is maximal over Fq2
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or the degree of the greatest common divisor (x2p−2 + 1, xp
2
−1 − 1) is{
0 if B0 is minimal over Fq2,
2p− 2 if B0 is maximal over Fq2 .
Assume p ≡ 1 mod 4. Then (p+ 1)/2 is a positive odd integer and
xp
2
−1 − 1 = (x2p−2)(p+1)/2 − 1 ≡ (−1)(p+1)/2 − 1 = −2 mod (x2p−2 + 1)
which implies that x2p−2 + 1 does not divide xp
2
−1 − 1. Therefore,
(x2p−2 + 1, xp
2
−1 − 1) = 1.
Assume p ≡ 3 mod 4. Then we have that (p+ 1)/4 is a positive integer and
xp
2
−1 − 1 = (x4p−4)(p+1)/4 − 1
is divisible by x4p−4 − 1 which equals to (x2p−2 + 1)(x2p−2 − 1). Hence xp2−1 − 1 is divisible
by x2p−2 + 1. Therefore,
(x2p−2 + 1, xp
2
−1 − 1) = x2p−2 + 1.
Theorem 6. Let p ≡ 1 mod 4 and n ≥ 1 be an integer. Then
−p−n/2 [#B0(Fpn)− (pn + 1)] =
{
0 if n is odd,
p− 1 if n is even.
Let p ≡ 3 mod 4 and n ≥ 1 be an integer. Then
−p−n/2 [#B0(Fpn)− (pn + 1)] =


0 if (4, n) = 1,
−(p− 1) if (4, n) = 2,
p− 1 if (4, n) = 4.
Proof. It follows by Lemma 3, 5 and Theorem 1.
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4 The Curve C0 : y
p − y = x2 + x over Fp
In this section we will give the exact number of Fpn-rational points on C0 : y
p− y = x2 + x for
all positive integer n.
Let n ≥ 1 be a positive integer. The map (x, y) → (x − 2−1, y) is a one-to-one map over F2pn .
Let Tr : Fpn → Fp be the trace map. Since
Tr
(
(x− 2−1)2 + x) = Tr (x2 + 4−1) = Tr(x2) + n4−1,
we can use the information on the curve B0.
Lemma 7. Let n be a positive integer. The number of Fppn-rational points of C0 equals the
number of Fppn-rational points of B0.
Proof. Let Tr : Fppn → Fp be the trace map. Since p · n is divisible by p, we have
Tr(x2 + x) = Tr(x2).
Hence we have the result.
Lemma 8. Let n be a positive integer with (n, p) = 1. If #B0(Fpn)− (pn + 1) 6= 0 then
−(p− 1)
(
#C0(Fpn)− (pn + 1)
)
=
(
#B0(Fpn)− (pn + 1)
)
.
Proof. The proof of this lemma is exactly the same as that of Lemma 19.
Lemma 9. The number #C0(Fp) is 2p+ 1.
Proof. We have yp − y = 0 for all y ∈ Fp. Also x2 + x = x(x+ 1) = 0 if and only if x = 0 or
x = −1. Therefore, #C0(Fp) = 2 · p+ 1.
Lemma 10. C0(Fp2p) is minimal if p ≡ 1 mod 4 and maximal p ≡ 3 mod 4.
Proof. By Lemma 7 we know that #C0(Fp2p) = #B0(Fp2p). Hence it follows by Theorem
6.
We put all these results together in the final Theorem of this section.
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Theorem 11. Let p ≡ 1 mod 4 and n ≥ 1 be an integer. Then we have that
−p−n/2 [#C0(Fpn)− (pn + 1)] =


−
(
n
p
)√
p if (n, 2p) = 1,
−1 if (n, 2p) = 2,
0 if (n, 2p) = p,
p− 1 if (n, 2p) = 2p.
Let p ≡ 3 mod 4 and n ≥ 1 be an integer. Then we have that
−p−n/2 [#C0(Fpn)− (pn + 1)] =


−
(
(−1)(n−1)/2n
p
)√
p if (n, 4p) = 1,
1 if (n, 4p) = 2,
−1 if (n, 4p) = 4,
0 if (n, 4p) = p,
−(p− 1) if (n, 4p) = 2p,
p− 1 if (n, 4p) = 4p.
Proof. It follows by Lemmas 7, 8, 9, 10 and Theorems 6 and 1.
5 The Curve Bk : y
p − y = xpk+1 over Fp
In this section we will give the exact number of Fpn-rational points on B
(p)
k = Bk : y
p − y =
xp
k+1 for all positive integers k and n.
Lemma 12. Let d | k. The number of Fpd-rational points of Bk is equal to the number of
Fpd-rational points of B0.
Proof. Since xp
k+1 = xp
k · x = x · x = x2 in Fpd for all d | k, the result is immediate.
Lemma 13. Let d | k with 2d ∤ k. The number of Fp2d-rational points of Bk is (p2d + 1)− (p−
1)pd.
Proof. Since d | k and 2d ∤ k, we have e := k/d is odd. Define Trn : Fpn → Fp be the trace
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map. We have
Tr2d(x
pk+1) = Trd(x
pk+1 + xp
k+d+pd)
= Trd(x
pk+1 + xp
ed+d+pd)
= Trd(x
ped+1 + xp
d(e+1)+pd)
= Trd(x
pd+1 + xp
d(e+1)+pd)
= Trd(x
pd+1 + x1+p
d
)
= Trd(2x
pd+1).
Since x→ xpd+1 is pd + 1-to-1 map from F×
p2d
to F×
pd
and since Trd(x) is a linear map from Fpd
to Fp, we have that the number of Fp2d-rational points of Bk is
1 + p(1 + (pd + 1)(pd−1 − 1)) = (p2d + 1)− (p− 1)pd.
Lemma 14. The curve Bk is minimal over Fp4k .
Proof. Define Qk(x) = Tr(x
pk+1) where Tr : Fpn → Fp is the trace map (n = 4k). We have
B(x, y) := Q(x+ y)−Q(x)−Q(y) = Tr(xpky + xypk) = Tr(ypk(xp2k + x))
and
W (n) := {x ∈ Fpn |B(x, y) = 0 for all y ∈ Fpn} = {x ∈ Fpn | xp2k + x = 0}.
So W (4k) ⊆ Fp4k and so the rank of Qk is n − dimW (n) = 4k − 2k which is even, and so the
N in Proposition 3 is equal to pn−1 ± (p− 1)p3k−1. By (4) we get
#B0(Fp4k) = pN + 1 = p
n + 1± (p− 1)p3k.
The genus of Bk is p
k(p − 1)/2 so 2g
√
p4k = p3k(p − 1), and so the curve Bk is maximal or
minimal over Fp4k because the Hasse-Weil bound is met.
If the curve Bk is maximal over Fp4k , then #Bk(Fp2k) has to be p
2k + 1 by Proposition 2.
However, W (2k) = {0} and so 2k − dimW (2k) = 2k − 0 = 2k is even, which means that
#Bk(Fp2k) cannot be p
2k + 1 by Proposition 3. Hence the curve Bk is minimal over Fp4k .
Corollary 1. We have ζ4k = 1 for all ζ where
√
qζ is a Weil number of Bk.
Proof. We have shown that Bk is minimal over Fp4k , and it follows from Sections 2.1 and
2.2.
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Lemma 15. Let d | 4k with d ∤ 2k. The number of Fpd-rational points of Bk is (pd + 1)− (p−
1)p3d/4.
Proof. Since d | 4k and d ∤ 2k, we have e := 4k/d is odd and d = 4f for some integer f .
Define Trn : Fpn → Fp be the trace map. We have
Trd(x
pk+1) = Trf (x
pk+1 + xp
k+f+pf + xp
k+2f+p2f + xp
k+3f+p3f )
= Trf (x
pef+1 + xp
f(e+1)+pf + xp
f(e+2)+p2f + xp
f(e+3)+p3f )
= Trf (x
pf+1 + xp
2f+pf + xp
3f+p2f ++xp
4f+p3f )
= Trd(x
pf+1).
Since 4f = d | d, the curve Bf is minimal over Fpd and hence The number of Fpd-rational
points of Bk is
(pd + 1)− (p− 1)p3d/4.
Corollary 2. If d | k and d is odd, then
#Bk(Fpd) = p
d + 1.
If d | k and d is even, then
#Bk(Fpd) =
{
(pd + 1) + (p− 1)pd/2 if 2 || d and p ≡ 3 mod 4,
(pd + 1)− (p− 1)pd/2 if 4 | d or p ≡ 1 mod 4.
If d ∤ k and d
2
| k, then
#Bk(Fpd) = p
d + 1− (p− 1)pd/2.
If d ∤ 2k and d | 4k, then
#Bk(Fpd) = (p
d + 1)− (p− 1)p3d/4.
We put all these results together.
Theorem 16. Let n ≥ 1 be an integer and let d = (n, 4k). Then we have that
−p−n/2 [#Bk(Fpn)− (pn + 1)] =


0 if d | k and d is odd,
(−1)n(p−1)/4(p− 1) if d | k and d is even,
−(p− 1) if d ∤ k and d
2
| k,
(p− 1)p(k,n) if d ∤ 2k and d | 4k.
Proof. It follows by Corollary 2 and Theorem 1.
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6 The Curve Ck : y
p − y = xpk+1 + x over Fp
In this section we will give the exact number of Fpn-rational points on Ck : y
p− y = xpk+1 + x
for all positive integers k and n.
Let (x, y)→ (x− 2−1, y) is a one-to-one map over F2pn . Since
Tr
(
(x− 2−1)pk+1 + (x− 2−1)
)
= Tr
(
xp
k+1 − 2−1xpk + 2−1x− 4−1
)
(5)
= Tr(xp
k+1)− n4−1, (6)
we can use the information on the curve Bk.
Lemma 17. If p|n, the number of Fpn-rational points of Ck equals the number of Fpn-rational
points of Bk.
Proof. Since n is divisible by p, by (6) we have
| {x ∈ Fpn : Tr(xpk+1 + x) = 0} |=| {x ∈ Fpn : Tr(xpk+1) = 0}.
Hence we have the result.
Corollary 3. If p|k we have ζ4k = 1 for all ζ where√qζ is a Weil number of Ck.
Proof. Follows from Lemma 17 and Corollary 1.
Remark. It follows from Lemma 17 that Ck and Bk have the same L-polynomial when con-
sidered as curves defined over Fpp. They do not have the same L-polynomial when considered
as curves defined over Fp, as the results in this paper show (see Lemma 19 below). This means
that the p-th powers of the Weil numbers of Bk and Ck (considered as curves defined over Fp)
are equal, but the Weil numbers themselves are not the same. For example, the L-polynomial
of B
(3)
2 is
19683T 18 + 6561T 16 − 486T 10 − 162T 8 + 3T 2 + 1
and the L-polynomial of C
(3)
2 is
19683T 18 − 19683T 17 + 6561T 16 + 243T 10 − 243T 9 + 81T 8 + 3T 2 − 3T + 1.
For both of these, the polynomial whose roots are the cubes of the roots is
1 + 27T 2 − 1062882T 8 − 28697814T 10 + 282429536481T 16 + 7625597484987T 18
which is the L-polynomial of both B2 and C2 considered as curves defined over F33 .
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Lemma 18. Let d | k. The number of Fpd-rational points of Ck is the number of Fpd-rational
points of C0.
Proof. Since
xp
k+1 + x = xp
k · x+ x = x · x+ x = x2 + x
in Fpd for all d | k, the result is immediate.
Lemma 19. Let n be a positive integer with (n, p) = 1. If #Bk(Fpn)− (pn + 1) 6= 0 then
−(p− 1)
(
#Ck(Fpn)− (pn + 1)
)
=
(
#Bk(Fpn)− (pn + 1)
)
.
Proof. Let b := n4−1 6= 0, let
N0 = |{x ∈ Fpn : Tr(xpk+1) = 0}|
and let
N1 = |{x ∈ Fpn : Tr(xpk+1) = b}|.
By (6) and also (4) we get#Ck(Fpn) = pN1 + 1. So
#Ck(Fpn)− (pn + 1) = pN1 − pn. (7)
The nonzero values of the quadratic form Tr(xp
k+1) are evenly distributed over the nonzero
elements of Fp by [5, Theorem 6.26], so
N0 + (p− 1)N1 = pn.
Substituting for N1 into (7) gives
#Ck(Fpn)− (pn + 1) = p
n+1 − pN0
p− 1 − p
n
or
(p− 1)
(
#Ck(Fpn)− (pn + 1)
)
= pn − pN0.
Finally, by (4) again we note that
#Bk(Fpn)− (pn + 1) = pN0 − pn.
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Corollary 4. If p ∤ k we have ζ4kp = 1 for all ζ where
√
qζ is a Weil number of Ck.
Proof. The previous lemma shows that that Ck is minimal over Fp4kp , and it follows from Sec-
tions 2.1 and 2.2.
Corollary 5. Let k be a positive integer. Define
l =
{
k if p | k,
kp if p ∤ k.
If d | l and d is odd and relatively prime to p, then
#C(Fpd) = p
d + 1 +
(
(−1)(d−1)/2d
p
)
p(d+1)/2.
If d | l and d is odd and divisible by p, then
#Ck(Fpd) = 0.
If d | l and d is even and relatively prime to p, then
#Ck(Fpd) =
{
(pd + 1)− pd/2 if 2 || d and p ≡ 3 mod 4,
(pd + 1) + pd/2 if 4 | d or p ≡ 1 mod 4.
If d | l and d is even and divisible by p, then
#Ck(Fpd) =
{
(pd + 1) + (p− 1)pd/2 if 2 || d and p ≡ 3 mod 4,
(pd + 1)− (p− 1)pd/2 if 4 | d or p ≡ 1 mod 4.
If d ∤ l and d
2
| l and d is relatively prime to p, then
Ck(Fpd) = (p
d + 1) + pd/2.
If d ∤ l and d
2
| l and d is relatively prime to p, then
Ck(Fpd) = (p
d + 1)− (p− 1)pd/2.
If d ∤ 2l, d | 4l and d is relatively prime to p, then
#Ck(Fpd) = (p
d + 1) + p3d/4.
If d ∤ 2l, d | 4l and d is divisible by p, then
#Ck(Fpd) = (p
d + 1)− (p− 1)p3d/4.
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Theorem 20. Let k be a positive integer. Define
l =
{
k if p | k,
kp if p ∤ k.
Let n ≥ 1 be an integer with d = (n, 4l). Then we have
−p−n/2[#Ck(Fpn)− (pn + 1)] =


−
(
(−1)(n−1)/2n
p
)√
p if d | l and n is odd and p ∤ n,
0 if d | l and n is odd and p | n,
−(−1)n(p−1)/4 if d | l and n is even and p ∤ n,
(−1)n(p−1)/4(p− 1) if d | l and n is even and p | n,
−1 if d ∤ l and d
2
| l and p ∤ n,
p− 1 if d ∤ l and d
2
| l and p | n,
−p(k,n) if d ∤ 2l and d | 4l and p ∤ n,
(p− 1)p(k,n) if d ∤ 2l and d | 4l and p | n.
Proof. It follows by Corollary 5 and Theorem 1.
7 Divisibility Property of the Curves Ck
In this section we will prove Conjecture 1. The proof will be broken into a few parts. The first
part is to show that the L-polynomial of Ck divides the L-polynomial of C2k. The next part is
to show that the L-polynomial of Ck divides the L-polynomial of Ctk where t is odd. Finally,
these results are combined to prove the conjecture.
Lemma 21. Let k be a positive integer. Define
s =
{
8k if p | k,
8kp if p ∤ k.
For n ≥ 1 define
Un = −p−n/2[#C2k(Fpn)−#Ck(Fpn)]
and write Un as a linear combination of the s-th roots of unity as
Un =
s−1∑
j=0
ujw
−jn
s .
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Then we have
un ≥ 0
for all n ∈ {0, 1, · · · , s− 1}.
Proof. Let U0 = Us. Write k = 2
vt where v is a positive integer and t is an odd integer. By
Theorem 20 we have
Un =


0 if 2v+1 ∤ n,
−1 + (−1)n(p−1)/4 if 2v+1 || n and p ∤ n,
(p− 1)(1− (−1)n(p−1)/4)) if 2v+1 || n and p | n,
p(k,n) − 1 if 2v+2 || n and p ∤ n,
−(p− 1)(p(k,n) − 1) if 2v+2 || n and p | n,
−(p(2k,n) − p(k,n)) if 2v+3 | n and p ∤ n,
(p− 1)(p(2k,n) − p(k,n)) if 2v+3 | n and p | n.
If k is divisible by p, by using Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform we have
un =
1
8k
8k−1∑
j=0
Ujw
jn
8k
=
1
8k
4t−1∑
j=0
U2v+1jw
jn
2t because Un = 0 if 2
v+1 ∤ n
≥ 1
8k
(
U0 −
4t−1∑
j=1
|U2v+2j|
)
by the triangle inequality
≥ 1
8k
[
(p− 1)(p2k − pk)− (4t− 1)(p− 1)pk] because Us = U0 = (p− 1)(p2k − pk)
and all others are ≤ pk(p− 1)
=
1
8k
(p− 1)pk(pk − 4t)
≥ 1
8k
(p− 1)pk(pk − 4k)
≥ 0.
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If k and n are not divisible by p, by using the Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform we have
un =
1
8kp
8kp−1∑
j=0
Ujw
jn
8kp
=
1
8kp
4tp−1∑
j=0
U2v+1jw
jn
2tp
≥ 1
8kp

U0 + p−1∑
j=1
U2v+3tjw
j
p −
2tp−1∑
j=0,2t∤j
|U2v+2j| −
2tp−1∑
j=0
|U2v+1(2j+1)|

 .
We have
|U2v+1(2j+1)| ≤
{
2 if p ∤ (2j + 1),
2(p− 1) if p | (2j + 1).
Since there are 2t (resp. 2t(p − 1)) integers which is (resp. not) divisible by p between 0 and
2tp− 1, we have
2tp−1∑
j=0
|U2v+1(2j+1)| ≤ 2t · 2(p− 1) + 2t(p− 1) · 2 = 8t(p− 1).
Therefore, we have
un ≥ 1
8kp
[
(p− 1)(p2k − pk) + (p2k − pk)− (2tp− p)(p− 1)pk − 8t(p− 1)]
≥ 1
8k
pk(pk − (p− 1)(2t− 1))− p− 1
p
> −1.
Since un is an integer, we have un ≥ 0.
Assume k is not divisible by p and n is divisible by p and write n = mp. We will show that
un = 0. By the Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform we have
un =
1
8kp
8kp−1∑
j=0
Ujw
jn
8kp
=
1
8kp
4tp−1∑
j=0
U2v+1jw
jm
4t
=
1
8kp
4t−1∑
j=0
[(
p−1∑
i=0
U2v+1(4ti+j)
)
wjm2t
]
.
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Since (4t, p) = 1, for any integer j we have
{4ti+ j mod p | 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1} = {i mod p | 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1}
and so exactly one of the 4ti+ j is divisible by p. Therefore, for each j,
p−1∑
i=0
U2v+2(2ti+j) = 0
because if j is odd then one term is (p − 1)(1 − (−1)n(p−1)/4) and the other p − 1 terms are
−1 + (−1)n(p−1)/4, if 2 || j then one term is −(p− 1)(p(k,n) − 1) and the other p− 1 terms are
p(k,n)− 1, and if 4 | j is even then one term is (p− 1)(p(2k,n)− p(k,n)) and the other p− 1 terms
are −(p(2k,n) − p(k,n)).
We write L(Ck) for LCk .
Corollary 6. Let k be a positive integer. Then
L(Ck) | L(C2k).
Proof. Lemma 21 shows that the multiplicity of each root of L(Ck) is smaller than or equal to
its multiplicity as a root of L(C2k).
Lemma 22. Let k be an integer and t be an odd integer. Then
L(Ck) | L(Ckt).
Proof. Let Xk : y
p − y = xpk+1 − 4−1 over Fp and check that
(x, y) 7→
(
x− 1
2
, y − 1
2
k−1∑
i=0
xp
i
)
is a map Xk −→ Ck. The map is defined everywhere and is invertible, so Ck is isomorphic to
Xk, and hence L(Ck) = L(Xk). Therefore, it is enough to show that L(Xk) | L(Xkt).
Since t is odd, pk + 1 divides pkt + 1 and therefore there is a map of curves Xkt −→ Xk given
by (x, y)→ (x(pkt+1)/(pk+1), y). Hence L(Xk) | L(Xkt) by Theorem 2.
Theorem 23. Let k andm be positive integers. Then
L(Ck) | L(Ckm).
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Proof. If m = 1, then the result is trivial. Assume m ≥ 2 and write m = 2st where t is odd.
Since t is odd, by Lemma 22 we have
L(Ck) | L(Ckt)
and by Corollary 6 we have
L(C2i−1kt) | L(C2ikt)
for all i ∈ {1, · · · , s}. Hence
L(Ck) | L(Ckm).
8 Remark on the Divisibility Property of the Curves Bk
The divisibility property of the curves Bk can be proved in the same way as for Ck. For odd t,
we have a natural map from Btk to Bk which sends (x, y) to (x
(pkt+1)/(pk+1), y). We are unable
to find a map from B2k to Bk, so we use a similar argument. For n ≥ 1 we can define
Un = −p−n/2[#B2k(Fpn)−#Bk(Fpn)] =


0 if 2v+1 ∤ n,
(p− 1)(1− (−1)n(p−1)/4)) if 2v+1 || n and p | n,
−(p− 1)(p(k,n) − 1) if 2v+2 || n and p | n,
(p− 1)(p(2k,n) − p(k,n)) if 2v+3 | n and p | n.
and can similarly show that uj ≥ 0 for all j ∈ {0, · · · , 4k − 1} where
Un =
4k−1∑
j=0
ujw
−jn
4k .
We write L(Bk) for LBk .
Theorem 24. Let k andm be positive integers. Then
L(Bk) | L(Bkm).
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 23.
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9 Opposite Direction
In this section, we will prove that the opposite directions of the divisibility theorems for Bk and
Ck are also valid. To be precise, we have shown that if k divides ℓ then the L-polynomial of Ck
(or Bk) divides the L-polynomial of Cℓ (or Bℓ). We now prove that if k does not divide ℓ then
the L-polynomials do not divide.
Let X be a supersingular curve defined over Fq. The smallest positive integer s = sX such that
ζsi = 1 for all i = 1, . . . , 2g will be called the period of X . The period depends on q, in the
sense that X(Fqn) may have a different period to X(Fq).
Proposition 5. Let C and D be supersingular curves over Fq. If L(C) divides L(D), then sC
divides sD.
Proof. Since L(C) dividesL(D), the roots of L(C) are also roots of L(D). Therefore, anyWeil
number of C is also a Weil number of D. Let
√
qζ be a Weil number for C. Since ζsD = 1, the
order of ζ divides sD. Since this happens for all Weil numbers of C, sC divides sD.
Theorem 25. Let k and ℓ be positive integers such that k does not divide ℓ. Then L(Bk) does
not divide L(Bℓ).
Proof. By Corollary 1 the period of Bk is 4k and the period of Bℓ is 4ℓ. Since 4k does not
divide 4ℓ, we have L(Bk) does not divide L(Bℓ) by Proposition 5.
Corollary 7. Let k and ℓ be positive integers such that k < ℓ and k does not divide ℓ. Then
there is no map from Bℓ to Bk.
Proof. By the Kleiman-Serre theorem (Theorem 2) and Theorem 25.
Now we turn to Ck.
Lemma 26. Let ℓ be a positive integer coprime to p. Then L(Cp) does not divide L(Cℓ).
Proof. We will check the multiplicities of T −√p in LCp(T ) and LCℓ(T ).
Using the Inverse Fourier Transform, the multiplicity of T −√p in LCp(T ) is
1
4p
4p∑
j=1
(p−j/2[#Cp(Fpj)− (pj + 1)]) ≥ 1
4p
[(p− 1)pp − (4p− 1)p] > 0
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by Theorem 20 and triangle inequality.
Using the Inverse Fourier Transform, the multiplicity of T −√p in LCℓ(T ) is
1
4pℓ
4pℓ∑
j=1
(p−j/2[#Cℓ(Fpj)− (pj + 1)])
which is 0 because
|{k ∈ Z | (4pℓ, k) = d and 1 ≤ j ≤ 4pℓ}| = (p−1)·|{k ∈ Z | (4pℓ, k) = dp and 1 ≤ j ≤ 4pℓ}|
for any d | l and by Theorem 20.
Theorem 27. Let k and ℓ be positive integers such that k does not divide ℓ. Then L(Ck) does
not divide L(Cℓ).
Proof. We use Corollaries 3 and 4 which give the period of Ck.
Case I: If p | k, l, then the period of Ck is 4k and the period of Cℓ is 4ℓ. Since 4k ∤ 4ℓ, L(Ck)
does not divide L(Cℓ) by Proposition 5.
Case II: If p ∤ kand p | ℓ, then the period of Ck is 4kp and the period of Cℓ is 4ℓ. Since 4kp ∤ 4ℓ,
L(Ck) does not divide L(Cℓ) by Proposition 5.
Case III: If p ∤ kand p ∤ ℓ, then the period of Ck is 4kp and the period of Cℓ is 4ℓp. Since
4kp ∤ 4ℓp, L(Ck) does not divide L(Cℓ) by Proposition 5.
Case IV - A: If p | k, p ∤ ℓ and (k/p) ∤ ℓ, then the period of Ck is 4k and the period of Cℓ is 4ℓp.
Since 4k ∤ 4ℓp, L(Ck) does not divide L(Cℓ) by Proposition 5.
Case IV - B: If p | k, p ∤ ℓ and (k/p) | ℓ, then the period of Ck is 4k and the period of Cℓ is 4ℓp.
Since 4k | 4ℓp, we cannot use the Proposition 5.
Since p | k, we have L(Cp) divides L(Ck). If L(Ck) divides L(Cℓ), then L(Cp) divides L(Cℓ)
which gives a contradiction by Lemma 26.
Corollary 8. Let k and ℓ be positive integers such that k < ℓ and k does not divide ℓ. Then
there is no map from Cℓ to Ck.
Proof. By the Kleiman-Serre theorem (Theorem 2) and Theorem 27.
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We close this section by remarking again that we do not know if there is a rational map from
B2k to Bk or from C2k to Ck.
10 Remark on the the Curves yp − y = xpk+1 + ax over Fp
We remark that the number of Fpn-rational points on Ck,a : y
p − y = xpk+1 + ax is equal to the
number of Fpn-rational points on Ck, where a ∈ F×p .
All the proofs in this paper go through, with minor changes. There is the same relationship
to Bk, the map in (6) must be changed to the map (x, y) 7→ (x − a2−1, y) and all proofs go
through. The curveXk in the proof of Lemma 22 must be replaced by y
p − y = xpk+1 − a4−1.
Therefore, the divisibility property (and its opposite direction) also holds for these curves.
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